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Spiritual Warfare is what the name says, it's warfare. There will be negativity, and
kickback, but also negative energy and reactions. Those who have been doing this
for like 10+ years here, do understand, that resistance of the other side is falling,
because they are getting weaker and weaker.

Years back, before there was advanced weaponry against the enemy, negativity
was very high, and many were affected - but only those who did not follow verbatim
the very clear advice from below. Those who did, only got stronger in the same way
a bodybuilder would.

This strength can be extremely helpful in many areas of one's life, such as when
one needs to vindicate themselves in Black Magick.

The RTR's and the rituals we are doing, are reversing the kosher worthless stuff of
the enemy. Much of that is infested, and is no different than cleaning a very dirty
attic.  The affirmations,  do direct  these counteractive forces to the enemy, doing
what the affirmations say, and collapsing all of them.

This deletes and obliterates what the enemy has been setting up.

As anyone with spiritual knowledge will understand, this act of attack, as with any
effect, can have a counter-effect. The enemy is cursing 24/7, all days of the year.
When someone does that, some negativity may emerge from the task of destroying
these things.

This is where one must always remember: in the same way you don't go into war
without armour, you do not do spiritual warfare without cleaning yourself spiritually,
and applying your aura of protection. If you go without an armor and you complain
that you got smoked, then this is your mistake.

Those who do not do this well, may feel some negativity, which means one has to
clean further until it's all gone. It this is felt then it has to be cleaned obviously, and
directed back to the enemy.

When one is very strong, no negativity will be felt at all, because it will naturally
bounce back to the enemy which automatically tries to direct this on anyone who
does that. This is again not a state to be cocky, because one has to still do cleaning
and protection regularly. This takes a while to reach that level.

The above level, one may also feel like one has had a shower and very very good
after they have done an RTR. This is because, the curses in place to stop people
from this cannot affect one anymore, plus, one is removing residue of this from
themselves. But again, one has to clean and purify the soul regardless.
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As the enemy collectively weakens, there will be less and less of a reaction, and
more and more issues for them to deal with. This is why certain ones of the enemy
have lost a total grip in the forums, in political positions, in crazy jews going out on
the news and admitting they want to enslave people, and so forth.

They  can't  stand  it  anymore  than  an  infectious  agent  can  stand  being  thrown
penicillin on it. They'll scream.

Lastly, for the sissy category that does nothing against the enemy, because they
think they will have less "negativity" to deal with, this is an errant belief. The enemy
is a plague that is trying to emerge itself over the whole body of mankind.

The blanket of curses the enemy throws includes you also, and even civilians, it hits
people collectively. Those who will resist and outdo this force, might as well survive
and rise above it. Many people out there are actually swimming in these curses.

This is no different than observing a fire spreading and spreading on the village,
while one sits there and watches TV. They smell the fire, the house gets warmer
and warmer, and they insist on sitting there watching TV... It  won't be long until
these people are swarmed also.

Strangely, people who were out with the buckets, fighting and observing the fire,
may actually escape or find escape routes. The person watching the TV will just
cook like a chicken.

One only needs to read the elaborate curses of the enemy, and they will understand
it. I understand many feel like they have no choice, as in, to live peacefully, but you
can definitely have your peace, after you win the battles that are necessary.

Otherwise one's life will  never have any peace, because the jews wage war on
everyone indiscriminately and consistently. Out of all the possible routes, the route
of pacifism is definitely the worst. You can't be a pacifist if you love anything in this
world or care about anything in it, even if this is only yourself.

We didn't pick any choice for this fate for people, that is for sure. But people have to
wake up also and understand that  many things in this  universe are heaped to
people  without  a  choice  or  say  in  it.  The  only  choice  one  can  consciously  do
however, and one has a luxury to decide, is to actually fight against this to stop this
from continuing further.
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